This paper is a continuation of [4] . We classify all natural operators transforming functions T A M -> R into 2-forms on T B M over n-manifolds M of finite order with respect to Q. This classification will be explained for Q = TT^"
It seems that this will be interesting for analytical mechanics. Indeed, the energy function EL : r 2r-1 M -> R and the Poincare-Cartan 2-form UJL on T 2r-1 M of an r-order Lagrangian L : T T M -• R on M are importrant operators involving in the global equation of motions i^L --dEi cf. [3] .
From now on let t\...,tP,t
be the usual coordinates on R p+2 and let x 1 ,..., x n be the usual coordinates on R".
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be smooth i.e. of class C°°.
Section 1.
In this section, let n > 1, s > 0 and p > 0 be integers, and let Q : B -* A be an algebra epimorphism between Weil algebras A and B = Let Q : T B M -• T A M be the canonical extension of Q from the bundle of B velocities onto the bundle of -A-velocities over n-manifolds M.
1.1. The set of all natural (with respect to embeddings between n-manifolds) operators transforming functions T A M -> R into functions T B M -> R for n-manifolds M of order < s with respect to Q will be denoted by T(n, s, T A , T B , Q). It is an algebra with respect to the obvious operations. (In [4] , the elements of T(n, s, T A , T B ,Q) are called the canonical constructions). 
EXAMPLE ([4
]
(n,s,T A ,T B ,Q).

PROPOSITION ([4]). Ifn>p+ 1, then V Q ' S : C°°(S Q ' S ) -f T(n,s,T A , T B , Q) given by h -• £ <h>
is an algebra isomorphism. 
REMARK. In Example 1.5 we used the following standard notation: If ui is a 1-form and J is a tensor field of type (1,1) on M, we have a 1-form
we have a 1-form djL -ijdL on M. If UJ and a; is a 2-form and 1-form and J is a tensor field of type (1,1) on M, we have 2-forms iju> = i<>( J,.) + ¿)(., J) and dju -ijdu> + diju on M.
The main result of this paper is the following classification theorem. Now, from (i)-(viii) and the definitions of (¡s2, ££) and (1/°, it follows that in the sum defining
Since B = 0, u"» "0 to fo = 0. This is a contradiction. Next, we study a relationship between S®' 3 and S®' s . is the algebra isomorphism from Proposition 1.3 for Q instead of Q. We will study properties of h. 
Section 4.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. We will use the notations of Sections 1 and 3.
By the defined in 3.12 algebra monomorphism ©*, C°°(S^' S ) is the subalgebra in C°°(SQ ,S ). By 3.11, this subalgebra coincides with the subalgebra C°°({SQ' S ) 0 > 0 ) in C°°(SQ' S ). By the defined in 3.12 algebra monomorphism We will use the notations of Section 1 for ir d instead of Q. 
Q0{n,s,Tr,T d ,<K d T).
We have the following corollary of Theorem 1.6. 
COROLLARY.
